Materials

Paint any type of paint

We need a fruit: a lemon, lime or an apple. If you don’t have fruits you can use an onion but you have to be careful.

The old t-shirt or paper towel is to control the water of the paint brush, the excess water on the brush

Plastic container to use it as a palette
A cup for water and paint brush

A piece of paper (options):
Construction paper
Watercolor paper
Cardboard or any type of paper that could be resistant to water.
1st YOU NEED HELP OF AN ADULT TO CUT the fruit in half. DON’T DO IT BY YOURSELF. Try to do it even and straight the cut.
2ND We continue applying the paint directly to the fruit but try to do it with a paint brush, because if you apply too much paint you’re going to mess up the stamp.
3rd Stamp them onto paper in random or ordered patterns. Repeat as many time you might need, until you get the printmaking you want to.
4th Try to play with different colors to make the printmaking. Also don’t forget to put your stamp; I did my name using a lettering technique. REMEMBER when your work is dry you can use it as a background of a design, you can frame it if you want to, just be creative.

Don’t forget You can stamp with fruits: t-shirts, canvas tote bags and anything you want to OF COURSE WITH THE PERMISSION OF YOUR PARENTS, Just use your imagination and creativity.
• Okay! So that is the assignment.

• Send me a picture of final work and I would like for you to describe your experience when doing this art project.

• What materials did you substitute for the stamp project if you did not have everything available?

• And what did you do to make the artwork distinctly your own?
If you need help with your art project feel free to contact me through email msgiselz@gmail.com